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Humanity will change more in the next 20 

years than in the previous 300 years



Image from the book ‘Exponential Organizations’



http://frankdiana.wordpress.com/2014/04/03/the-smart-home/

Source: https://frankdiana.wordpress.com/2014/08/12/combinations-and-disruption/

Combinatorial, exponential, interdependent…



#HellVen and #OppChalls





Robotic cars, ships, planes, pets…friends…?
Robot and Frank Movie via Youtube



http://frankdiana.wordpress.com/2014/04/03/the-smart-home/

Logistics. Transportation. Telecom. Utilities. Financial Services.



But should humans really become like machines just so 
that we can function better amongst other machines?



Consciousness ? Awareness? 
Sentience?  Soul?



When





Next: “automating human-intensive knowledge work”
“Technologically, it’s a paradigm 
shift from putting commands into a 
box to a time when computers 
watch you and learn” says Daniel 
Nadler of Kensho; in pursuit of an 
ambitious goal: to train computers 
to replace expensive white-collar 
workers such as financial analysts. 
“We don’t describe what we’re 
doing as AI — we call it, 
automating human-intensive 
knowledge work” 



Image of BP platform via US Coast Guard

Predictive analytics and anticipatory services will become the default

Image: Minority Report The Movie



Cognitive Computing - Predictive Analytics - Business ‘Super Intelligence’



Apple’s reversal: contextual  - curation - storytelling - Human ‘Super Ingenuity’

http://9to5mac.com/2015/06/15/apple-news-curation-editors/



Smart, fast, efficient -  
and human!



Global deployment of automation, AI und robots will probably end capitalism as we know it



Intelligent Assistance 
and Augmentation





We will probably see a fluid transition between these 2 approaches



‘Nothing vast enters the life of mortals with a curse’



Business are ill-advised to resort to reductionism based on technology centrism



Everything that can be automated… will be. All else will explode in value.



Very useful but not unbiased, objective or neutral



Building and running a very powerful ‘machine’, removing most human 
complexities to attain total efficiency will prove to be a short-lived strategy

http://www.reddit.com/r/MapPorn/comments/2xcadu/places_where_uber_is_banned_3685x1850/



“A January 2013 Columbia 
University study 

suggested that with a fleet of 
just 9,000 autonomous cars, 

Uber could replace every 
taxi cab in New York City, 

and that passengers would 
wait an average of 36 

seconds for a ride that costs 
about $0.50 per mile”

Many things that are disrupted (i.e. made faster, easier, cheaper or more 
efficient) by technology will also need to be re-constructed to retain humanity





5-10% ? 100% 

A virtual approximation is interesting and useful but woefully incomplete



Photo by 900hp - http://flic.kr/p/9MTJpf

Just making things more efficient is a good plan for 5-10 years

http://flic.kr/p/9MTJpf


A huge future-of-business challenge: transcending ‘machine thinking’



Technology
Algorithms

Software

The cloud

Machines

Screens

‘Humarithms’
Trust

Embodiment
Serendipity

Relationships

Emotions



Image of BP platform via US Coast Guard

Algorithms ‘Humarithms’☯



Image of BP platform via US Coast Guard

“Logic proves intuition discovers” Henri Poincare



Technology does not have ethics. But every good business does.



Machines are for answers, humans are for questions (Kevin Kelly)
… and businesses are human ecosystems, not machines



Technology does not have ethics.  
Robots will have no needs for social contracts.

http://www.explainingthefuture.com/singularity.html



@gleonhard

The future of business is to fuse algorithms and ‘humarithms’



Consider the unintended consequences







http://frankdiana.wordpress.com/2014/04/03/the-smart-home/

Stick with the Human Imperative



@gleonhard

Thank you for your attention! 
A link to the PDF with my slides will be distributed
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